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Dietary protein-to-carbohydrate ratio and added sugar as determinants of excessive gestational weight gain: a prospective cohort study

Ekaterina Maslova,1 Thorhallur I Halldorsson,1,2,3 Arne Astrup,4 Sjurdur F Olsen1,5

ABSTRACT
Objective: To examine the relation between the protein:carbohydrate (P/C) ratio and added sugar intake in pregnancy and gestational weight gain (GWG).


Setting: All women in Denmark were eligible to participate if they spoke Danish and were planning to carry to term. The pregnant women were recruited and enrolled during their first antenatal visit (6–10 weeks of gestation).

Participants: Participants included women with live-born singletons and complete data on dietary intake and GWG, leaving 46 262 women for the analysis.

Exposure: Macronutrient intake was quantified using a validated food frequency questionnaire administered in the 25th week of gestation. The P/C ratio and added sugar intake were examined in quintiles.

Primary outcome measures: GWG was based on self-reported weight in gestational weeks 12 and 30 and defined as gain in g/week. We used multivariable linear regression, including adjusting for pre-pregnancy body mass index, to calculate relative change in GWG and 95% CI.

Results: Average GWG was 471 (224) g/week. The adjusted weight gain was 16 g/week lower (95% CI 20 to 53, p for trend <0.001) in the highest (Q5) versus lowest (Q1) quintile of the P/C ratio (~3% average reduction across the entire pregnancy). Weight gain for those with >20%E vs <12%E from protein was 36 g/week lower (95% CI 20 to 53, p for trend <0.0001; ~8% average reduction). A high P/C ratio was inversely related to intake of added sugars. Added sugar consumption was strongly associated with GWG (Q5 vs Q1: 34, 95% CI 28 to 40 g/week, p for trend <0.0001).

Conclusions: A high P/C ratio was associated with reduced GWG. This association appeared to be partly driven by a decrease in intake of added sugar. These results are consistent with randomised trials in non-pregnant participants. A dietary intervention targeting an increased P/C ratio with emphasis on reducing added sugar can contribute to reducing excessive GWG.

INTRODUCTION
Excessive gestational weight gain (GWG) has been associated with adverse perinatal and postnatal outcomes, including gestational diabetes,1–2 hypertension,3–4 macrosomia5 6 and increased overweight in the offspring.4 5 The Institute of Medicine (IOM) has established guidelines for healthy pregnancy weight gains based on optimal maternal and offspring outcomes.6 Despite available guidelines, 30–60% of women still put on excessive weight during pregnancy.7–9 Understanding behavioural and lifestyle determinants of weight gain (and relative loss) to optimise weight gain during pregnancy is crucial, especially in the light of the growing obesity epidemic.

Randomised and non-randomised interventions to impact GWG through improvements in dietary and/or physical activity habits have shown no10–14 or marginal15 16 effects; larger effect sizes were observed among subgroups of obese17–19 and low-income women.20 Improved dietary habits in the intervention groups did not always translate to a change in GWG.10 11 13 19

Strengths and limitations of this study

▪ The study finding of a high protein:carbohydrate ratio as an important determinant of reduced gestational weight gain is largely consistent with trial data in non-pregnant populations.

▪ The study highlights the relation between dietary factors and gestational weight gain among women with different pre-pregnancy body mass index.

▪ The strengths of this study are the large study population, detailed dietary assessment and extensive data on covariates.

▪ The main limitation is plausible misreporting of the diet and gestational weight gain in primarily obese women.
studies to optimise GWG are of importance, the relative contribution of the individual intervention components cannot be teased apart. Insight into specific and targeted nutritional advice is therefore of great interest and may be more directly transferable into public recommendations. Observational studies examining dietary predictors of GWG found that high protein and fat were related to increased GWG or the odds of excess GWG.\(^2\)\(^2\)\(^9\)\(^2\)\(^1\) Associations for carbohydrates with GWG were less consistent.\(^8\)\(^2\)\(^1\) Foods rich in protein and carbohydrates, for example, dairy\(^8\)\(^9\) and sweets\(^8\) have also been associated with increased GWG.

High-protein diets have been shown to decrease weight and lead to better weight maintenance in non-pregnant populations, often obtained by a reduction in carbohydrates.\(^2\)\(^2\)\(^–\)\(^2\)\(^6\) However, the role of protein intake in relation to GWG has been less studied. A Cochrane review found high-protein supplements in pregnancy to be associated with a marginal increase in GWG, but the importance of high-protein intake at the expense of carbohydrates for GWG is unclear.\(^2\)\(^7\)

Long-term effects assessed by longitudinal observational studies in non-pregnant populations have been hampered by methodological limitations, for example, small weight gains over many years. The weight gain over a short time during pregnancy in a large cohort with detailed dietary data provides an opportunity to overcome these problems, but studies in pregnant populations have been few and have not examined the protein–carbohydrate relation in detail. We therefore evaluated the association of the protein:carbohydrate (P/C) ratio and protein substituted for carbohydrate in pregnancy with GWG in the prospective Danish National Birth Cohort.

**METHODS**

**Study population**

Collection of maternal lifestyle and health information during pregnancy in the Danish National Birth Cohort (DNBC) has previously been described in detail.\(^2\)\(^8\)\(^2\)\(^8\) In brief, 103 119 pregnancies from all over Denmark were recruited from January 1996 until October 2002, corresponding to approximately 35% of all deliveries in Denmark during the recruitment period.\(^2\)\(^8\)\(^2\)\(^8\)\(^a\) Eligible for recruitment were all pregnant women who were fluent in Danish and living in Denmark. Women were enrolled at the first antenatal visit to the general practitioner around weeks 6–10 of gestation and were interviewed twice during pregnancy over the telephone around weeks 12 and 30 of gestation. Maternal health and birth records were also extracted through registry linkages.

Mothers provided written informed consent for themselves and on behalf of their children.

**Dietary assessment**

A food-frequency questionnaire (FFQ) was mailed to the women around week 25 of gestation covering intake during the previous 4 weeks. This time point was originally chosen because diet was assumed to be more stable in mid-pregnancy compared with early pregnancy and because most pregnancy outcomes of interest, for example, preterm delivery, had not yet occurred.\(^2\)\(^8\) Food items were calculated into grams per day using assumptions on standard portion sizes, and nutrient intake was quantified using the National Food Institute’s Food Composition Databank V6.02 (http://www.foodcomp.dk). The FFQ has been validated against biomarkers of particular nutrients and 7-day weighed food diaries (n=88) with reasonable correlation (Spearman r=0.44) observed between protein from food diaries and the FFQ.\(^2\)\(^9\)\(^3\)\(^0\)

**Gestational weight gain**

Information on maternal weight was available from the two telephone interviews conducted during pregnancy. As a result, we used as outcome the rate of weight gain in grams per week from week 12 (first interview) to week 30 (second interview) of gestation. We therefore assumed that the weight gain would be, on average, similar in the missed gestational weeks in early and late pregnancy. Owing to some dispersion in the timing of the two interviews, weight gain for participants with ≤60 or >200 days in between the two interviews (10.7%) was recorded as missing to ensure a reasonable time period to register the weight change accurately.

**Cohort attrition**

Of the 103 119 pregnancies registered in the cohort, 92 653 were live-born singletons. In total, 68 240 out of 92 653 pregnancies had FFQ data with some (n=6704) being recruited more than once in later pregnancies. To avoid intercorrelated observations, we restricted our analyses to first cohort pregnancy enrolment (independent of any prior children). Of the 61 536 women, 325 were excluded due to implausible low (<2500 kJ) or high (>25000 kJ) energy intake. Of the 61 211 remaining women, the outcome was missing for 14 949, leaving 46 262 women available for analysis.

**Statistical analyses**

The mean and SD or percentages were used to describe normally distributed or dichotomous variables, respectively. All covariates were examined for potential outliers. Univariable and multivariable linear regression was used to examine the association between dietary intake and GWG. Assumptions of normality of model residuals were checked by visual inspection of histograms and Q-Q plots. The P/C ratio was transformed into z-scores to allow for the examination of the effect of a 1 SD change in the exposure on GWG. In the protein substitution models, we examined a 1:1 kcal substitution for carbohydrates by including all energy-contributing nutrients, except for carbohydrates, in an isocaloric model.\(^3\)\(^1\) In such a model, the effect estimate can be interpreted as the effect of increasing intake of protein at the expense of carbohydrates while keeping calories constant. In our
primary analyses, dietary variables were divided into quintiles to account for potential non-linearity. When testing for linear trend, the quintile variable was coded with the median dietary value in each quintile and entered as a continuous term in the regression model to calculate p for trend. To examine the relation for more extreme categories of protein intake with GWG, we used low (<12%) and high (>20%) cut-off points based on the population distribution. In our adjusted models, we identified and selected a priori the following set of covariates: socioeconomic status (based on parental profession, including students and unemployed), maternal age, parity, maternal pre-pregnancy body mass index (BMI), maternal height, maternal smoking during pregnancy, civil status and total energy intake. Further adjustment for physical activity in pregnancy did not substantially change the effect estimates. Missing data did not exceed 1% for any of the covariates, and therefore any missing values were excluded from the analyses. In subgroup analyses, we examined the associations stratified by pre-pregnancy BMI (normal weight, overweight, obese).

All tests were two-sided, and we used a threshold of p<0.05 to denote statistical significance. The analyses were performed using the Statistical Analyses System software (release V.9.3; SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina, USA).

RESULTS
Study population
We examined the distribution of nutrient intake and sociodemographic characteristics across quintiles of the P/C ratio among 46 262 pregnant women eligible for this study (table 1). Protein, primarily animal protein and fat intake increased across quintiles of the P/C ratio, while carbohydrates, primarily added sugars and fibre decreased. Pregnant women in the highest quintile of the P/C ratio tended to be multiparous (49% vs 44%), have a BMI ≥25 kg/m² (32% vs 25%) and to be current smokers (15% vs 12%). The mean (SD) GWG was 471 (224) g/week.

Pregnant women with outcome information but missing dietary data (N=14 272) were less likely to be of current smokers (15% vs 12%). The mean (SD) GWG was 44% (22 to 9, p for trend <0.0001). In other words, pregnant women consuming more protein (or less carbohydrates) gained less weight than women who consumed less protein (or more carbohydrates). Similarly, women who replaced more carbohydrates with protein gained 13 (95% CI −20 to −7, p for trend <0.0001) grams less per gestational week compared with women in the lowest quintile. Protein intake <12% of energy increased GWG while protein intake >20% of energy reduced GWG. Comparing the two extreme intakes (<12%E vs >20%E), we found an increase in GWG of 36 g/week (95% CI 20 to 53). Stratifying on pre-pregnancy BMI generated similar results in normal weight and overweight women, though the results were slightly stronger in the latter (table 3). No associations with any of the exposures were present for obese women. Substitution for fat instead of carbohydrates yielded similar though slightly weaker results for the above analyses (data not shown). We also further adjusted for dietary factors that have been shown to influence weight gain in non-pregnant and pregnant populations (dietary fibre, milk intake, n-3 fatty acids). Some of the effects of these nutrients on body weight may be mediated through non-energy-related mechanisms such as satiety, and may therefore not be fully accounted for by adjusting for total energy. Adjustment for dietary fibre and milk intake strengthened the results, especially for the latter, while adjustment for n-3 fatty acids attenuated the effect estimates (data not shown).

Added sugar in relation to GWG
We explored whether the P/C ratio results were driven by a change in carbohydrates, specifically added sugar. Pregnant women with an intake of added sugar in the highest quintile (89±26 g/day) had a higher GWG rate when compared with women in the lowest quintile (19 ±5 g/day; 34 g/week, 95% CI 28 to 40; table 4). Mutual adjustment for the P/C ratio and added sugar attenuated the former but not the latter. When stratifying the women according to whether they were above or below the median intake of added sugar (41 g/day) and examining the relation between the P/C ratio and GWG, we found no association for those consuming added sugar ≥41 g/day. On the other hand, those below the median intake of added sugar had a lower mean GWG (Q5 vs Q1: −12 g/week, 95% CI −22 to −2, p for trend 0.02).

Secondary analyses
In secondary analyses, we examined whether the source of protein was of importance by subdividing the protein into animal and vegetable protein; we found that the results were similar to the main analyses (see online supplementary table S1). Further subdivision of animal protein into protein from meat (red and white meat, including processed products), fish/fish products and...
dairy (milk, cheese) showed lower GWG with high protein from meat and fish but not dairy products. Glycaemic Index (GI) was directly but weakly associated with GWG (Q4 vs Q1: 6 g/week, 95% CI −1 to 13; see online supplementary table S2). This association was present for normal weight, but not overweight or obese women. Mutual adjustment for the P/C ratio and GI did not change the results for either exposure.

Intake of sweets (primarily chocolate and mixed candy) was directly associated with GWG and this was true regardless of women’s pre-pregnancy BMI (see online supplementary table S3).

**DISCUSSION**

In this study of 46 262 pregnant women in the Danish National Birth Cohort, we found that a higher P/C ratio and replacing carbohydrates with protein reduced GWG. These results were largely independent of the type of protein source and pre-pregnancy BMI. Instead, the association appeared to be driven more by the reduction in carbohydrates, specifically added sugar. Added sugar also modified the relation between the P/C ratio and GWG in that only those with a low intake derived any benefit from a high P/C ratio. In support of this, a high GI and intake of sweets increased GWG. Assuming a constant rate of GWG across pregnancy and a 40-week gestation, our results suggest, on average, a 0.6 kg (95% CI 0.4 to 0.9) lower weight gain among pregnant women consuming at a higher P/C ratio (comparing Q5(0.37±0.04) to Q1(0.21±0.02)). For added sugar (89±26 vs 19±5 g/day), this would correspond to a weight gain of 1.4 kg (95% CI 1.1 to 1.6) during pregnancy. In an observational setting, we cannot determine
whether these are independent effects. Importantly, the changes in GWG observed in our study are comparable in magnitude with the changes found with increasing pre-pregnancy BMI, an important predictor of GWG,\textsuperscript{35} in our and other studies (overweight vs normal weight: \(-17\sim26\text{ g/week}\).\textsuperscript{36} Additionally, the reduction in GWG (\(\sim3\sim7\%\)) is similar to long-term weight-loss trials in non-pregnant adults.\textsuperscript{24,37}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{The association between the protein:carbohydrate ratio z-score and protein intake (substituted for carbohydrates\textsuperscript{*}) in mid-pregnancy and gestational weight gain (g/week), N=46 262}
\begin{tabular}{lcccc}
\hline
 & \textbf{Gestational weight gain (g/week)} & \\
 & \textbf{Crude (mean±, 95\% CI)} & \textbf{Adjusted† (mean±, 95\% CI)} & \textbf{p for trend} & \textbf{p for trend} \\
\hline
\textbf{Protein:carbohydrate ratio z-score} & & & & \\
Q1 (-1.3±0.4)$§$ & 0 (reference) & <0.0001 & 0 (reference) & <0.0001 \\
Q2 (-0.5±0.1) & -7 (-13 to -0) & -6 (-13 to -0) & & \\
Q3 (-0.1±0.1) & -13 (-19 to -6) & -11 (-18 to -5) & & \\
Q4 (0.4±0.2) & -16 (-22 to -9) & -12 (-19 to -6) & & \\
Q5 (1.4±0.8) & -24 (-30 to -18) & -16 (-22 to -9) & & \\
\hline
\textbf{Protein:carbohydrate substitution¶} & & & & \\
Q1 (71±6)$§$ & 0 (reference) & <0.0001 & 0 (reference) & <0.0001 \\
Q2 (83±2) & -9 (-15 to -2) & -10 (-17 to -4) & & \\
Q3 (90±2) & -6 (-13 to 0) & -8 (-14 to -1) & & \\
Q4 (96±2) & -12 (-19 to -5) & -12 (-18 to -5) & & \\
Q5 (109±7) & -16 (-23 to -9) & -13 (-20 to -7) & & \\
\hline
\textbf{Low protein¶} & & & & \\
<12\% vs ≥12\% & 15 (6 to 24) & 0.001 & 17 (8 to 26) & 0.0001 \\
\hline
\textbf{High protein¶} & & & & \\
>20\% vs ≤20\% & -23 (-33 to -13) & <0.0001 & -15 (-25 to -5) & 0.002 \\
\hline
\textbf{Low versus high protein¶ (N=4733)} & & & & \\
<12\% vs >20\% & 39 (22 to 55) & <0.0001 & 36 (20 to 53) & <0.0001 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{*}Isocaloric regression models including protein and fat while excluding carbohydrates. \\
\textsuperscript{†}Adjusted for parental socioeconomic status, maternal age, parity, maternal pre-pregnancy body mass index, maternal height, maternal smoking, civil status and total energy intake. \\
\textsuperscript{‡}Value for trend using the quintile median. \\
\textsuperscript{§}Means±SD. Means±SD for protein are energy-adjusted. \\
\textsuperscript{¶}Additionally adjusted for total fat intake.
\end{flushleft}
\end{table}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{The association between the protein:carbohydrate ratio z-score in mid-pregnancy and gestational weight gain (g/week) stratified by maternal pre-pregnancy body mass index}
\begin{tabular}{lcccc}
\hline
 & \textbf{Gestational weight gain (g/week)} & \\
 & \textbf{Crude (mean±, 95\% CI)} & \textbf{Adjusted† (mean±, 95\% CI)} & \textbf{p for trend} & \textbf{p for trend} \\
\hline
\textbf{Normal weight women (N=31 633)} & & & & \\
Q1 (-1.3±0.4)$‡$ & 0 (reference) & <0.0001 & 0 (reference) & <0.0001 \\
Q2 (-0.5±0.1) & -8 (-15 to -2) & -9 (-15 to -2) & & \\
Q3 (-0.1±0.1) & -12 (-18 to -5) & -11 (-18 to -4) & & \\
Q4 (0.4±0.2) & -17 (-23 to -10) & -15 (-22 to -8) & & \\
Q5 (1.4±0.8) & -17 (-24 to -10) & -15 (-21 to -8) & & \\
\hline
\textbf{Overweight women (N=8956)} & & & & \\
Q1 (-1.3±0.4) & 0 (reference) & <0.0001 & 0 (reference) & 0.001 \\
Q2 (-0.5±0.1) & -8 (-25 to 9) & -6 (-23 to 11) & & \\
Q3 (-0.1±0.1) & -21 (-38 to -4) & -19 (-36 to -2) & & \\
Q4 (0.4±0.2) & -24 (-41 to -8) & -19 (-36 to -3) & & \\
Q5 (1.5±0.7) & -34 (-50 to -17) & -26 (-43 to -10) & & \\
\hline
\textbf{Obese women (N=3667)} & & & & \\
Q1 (-1.3±0.4) & 0 (reference) & 0.81 & 0 (reference) & 0.57 \\
Q2 (-0.5±0.1) & 17 (-17 to 52) & 18 (-16 to 53) & & \\
Q3 (-0.0±0.1) & 11 (-23 to 45) & 13 (-21 to 47) & & \\
Q4 (0.4±0.2) & 24 (-10 to 58) & 25 (-9 to 58) & & \\
Q5 (1.5±0.8) & 5 (-26 to 37) & 11 (-21 to 43) & & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{*}p Value for trend using the quintile median. \\
\textsuperscript{†}Adjusted for parental socioeconomic status, maternal age, parity, maternal height, maternal smoking, civil status and total energy intake. \\
\textsuperscript{‡}Means±SD.
\end{flushleft}
\end{table}
Low-carbohydrate diets have been effective in promoting weight loss in non-pregnant populations,22 but this is the first study to suggest that these types of diets could be considered in pregnant populations in order to reduce excessive GWG, especially in high-risk women entering their pregnancy already overweight or obese. The present study suggests that just modest reductions in carbohydrates and a slight increase in protein may have the potential to reduce GWG to a clinically relevant degree. We also stipulate that pregnancy offers a 9-month simplified model in which to examine dietary and lifestyle determinants of weight gain, as opposed to weight changes ongoing over many years in non-pregnant individuals.

Our results are in some agreement with past studies. A study in 495 Icelandic women found that those with excess GWG had a higher intake of carbohydrates in g/day.8 Additionally, women consuming more sweets were twice as likely to gain excessive weight during pregnancy according to the IOM recommendations,30 but no association was detected for either protein or added sugar in this relatively smaller study. However, macronutrient intakes were quantified in the 32–35 weeks of gestation and could have reflected dietary changes in women on track to excessive weight gain. Two US studies found the opposite results with high-protein consumption associated with an increase in GWG,8 21 although results in only one study were statistically significant.21 Maternal intake of milk and dairy was found to be related to excessive GWG in two study populations;8 9 also, in the DNBC, GWG increased univariately across categories of milk consumption.39 In this study, we examined substitution of subtypes of protein, including protein from dairy products, for carbohydrates and found no associations with GWG. However, adjusting for milk intake strengthened the inverse association of the P/C ratio with GWG. This could possibly reflect the postulated insulin-like growth factor-1-mediated growth-promoting effect of consuming dairy products in pregnancy,39 which may in turn impact GWG, and adjust-ment for energy-dense components, such as lactose and fat, in milk, which may contribute to weight gain. While higher protein intake may be beneficial for GWG, it could lead to adverse programming in the offspring.40 Whether any programming effects are mediated by GWG, or are independent thereof, needs to be the focus of future studies.

We observed some of our strongest associations with added sugar and sweets, suggesting that the reduction in carbohydrates rather than an increase in protein may be

### Table 4  The association between added sugar intake during pregnancy and gestational weight gain (g/week) and effect modification of the protein:carbohydrate ratio z-score above and below the median intake of added sugar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Added sugar</th>
<th>Gestational weight gain (g/week)</th>
<th>P for trend*</th>
<th>Adjusted† (meanΔ, 95% CI)</th>
<th>P for trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crude (meanΔ, 95% CI)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=46262</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1 (19±5)‡</td>
<td>0 (reference)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0 (reference)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 (31±3)</td>
<td>23 (16 to 29)</td>
<td></td>
<td>17 (11 to 23)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 (41±3)</td>
<td>29 (22 to 35)</td>
<td></td>
<td>23 (16 to 29)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 (54±5)</td>
<td>35 (29 to 41)</td>
<td></td>
<td>27 (21 to 33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 (89±26)</td>
<td>40 (33 to 46)</td>
<td></td>
<td>34 (28 to 40)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=23131</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1 (−1.3±0.4)</td>
<td>0 (reference)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0 (reference)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 (−0.5±0.1)</td>
<td>−4 (−12 to 4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−5 (−12 to 3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 (−0.1±0.1)</td>
<td>−7 (−15 to 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−6 (−15 to 2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 (0.4±0.2)</td>
<td>−8 (−17 to 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−7 (−16 to 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 (1.3±0.5)</td>
<td>−9 (−19 to 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−2 (−12 to 8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4  The association between added sugar intake during pregnancy and gestational weight gain (g/week) and effect modification of the protein:carbohydrate ratio z-score above and below the median intake of added sugar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein:carbohydrate ratio z-score (added sugar ≥41 g/day)</th>
<th>N=23131</th>
<th>Crude (meanΔ, 95% CI)</th>
<th>P for trend*</th>
<th>Adjusted† (meanΔ, 95% CI)</th>
<th>P for trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 (−1.2±0.3)‡</td>
<td>0 (reference)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0 (reference)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 (−0.5±0.1)</td>
<td>−5 (−17 to 6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−4 (−16 to 7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 (−0.1±0.1)</td>
<td>−13 (−24 to −1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−10 (−21 to 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 (0.4±0.2)</td>
<td>−14 (−25 to −3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−8 (−19 to 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 (1.5±0.8)</td>
<td>−21 (−32 to −11)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−12 (−22 to −2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein:carbohydrate ratio z-score (added sugar &lt;41 g/day)</th>
<th>N=23131</th>
<th>Crude (meanΔ, 95% CI)</th>
<th>P for trend*</th>
<th>Adjusted† (meanΔ, 95% CI)</th>
<th>P for trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 (−1.2±0.3)‡</td>
<td>0 (reference)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0 (reference)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 (−0.5±0.1)</td>
<td>−5 (−17 to 6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−4 (−16 to 7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 (−0.1±0.1)</td>
<td>−13 (−24 to −1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−10 (−21 to 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 (0.4±0.2)</td>
<td>−14 (−25 to −3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−8 (−19 to 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 (1.5±0.8)</td>
<td>−21 (−32 to −11)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−12 (−22 to −2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p Value for trend using the quintile median.
†Adjusted for parental socioeconomic status, maternal age, parity, maternal pre-pregnancy body mass index, maternal height, maternal smoking, civil status and total energy intake.
‡Means±SD. Means±SD for added sugar are energy-adjusted.
a stronger driver in reducing GWG. In a secondary and supporting analysis, we also found a weak increase in GWG with higher GI, which was stronger for normal weight women. While GI and glycaemic load (GL) were not found to be associated with GWG in two previous studies that did not stratify on pre-pregnancy BMI,78 a recent study from the DNBC showed that GL increased GWG in normal weight and overweight women.41

The present results could be explained by physiological responses to increased protein and reduced carbohydrate intake. Higher consumption of protein has been shown to increase satiety,42 possibly by increasing satiety-inducing hormones such as peptide YY (PYY) and glucagon-like peptide-143 and repressing hunger hormones.44 Conversely, sugar has been shown to reduce PYY,45 and to increase hyperphagia and hyperinsulinaemia in animal studies.46 One proposed explanation for increased food intake could be the activation of the ‘reward system’ by foods high in sugar and fat and mediated by endogenous opioids, dopamine and serotonin.47 Stimulating the reward system results in a sense of gratification that drives overeating. This, coupled with disrupted hunger-satiety signals, may cause an imbalance in energy homeostasis by which energy intake exceeds energy expenditure.

Alternatively, the pregnant women in our study could have intentionally consumed a high-protein/low-carbohydrate diet to avoid excessive GWG. Such a diet may increase adherence given a resemblance to a more typical Western-type diet rich in protein from, for example, meat, eggs and fish, and due to increased satiety. Avoiding sweets and added sugar on a higher protein diet may also be more manageable than following, for example, a low-fat diet consisting primarily of fruits and vegetables. In our data, we were unable to separate out the pregnant women who were intentionally eating a high-protein/low-carbohydrate diet and can therefore only speculate on any behavioural explanations of our results.

Our study had some limitations. We assessed diet around the 25th week of gestation for the four previous weeks. The assessment can therefore be considered cross-sectional in relation to the ongoing GWG and question the temporality of the association. However, relative stability in intake across trimesters has also been observed,48 49 and similar or even later time points of dietary assessment have been used by prior studies on GWG.78 21 We used self-reported dietary and outcome data. FFQ tends to perform worse in estimating absolute intake compared with other dietary assessment tools, but captures habitual dietary intake and does well in ranking individuals according to intake habits. Our FFQ has been validated in 88 women participating in the DNBC and showed good correlation for protein between the FFQ and food diaries.30 We would expect random measurement error in estimating the exposure and an underestimation of the effect estimates, at least among normal weight and overweight women. We suspect that obese women, being more conscious of their weight gain, may have systematically under-reported their intake. This would explain the reversed associations we observed for this subgroup in the stratified analyses. In this analysis, we employed a macronutrient substitution model which requires isocaloric conditions. While caloric intake may increase with the progression of the pregnancy, this study calculated dietary intake for 1 month only, and hence we would not expect a substantial change in energy during this short time period.

Self-reported weight was used to calculate GWG. While self-reported weight, including pre-pregnancy weight reported by pregnant women, has been found to be valid, overweight and obese women tend to under-estimate their weight.50–52 We therefore stratified on pre-pregnancy BMI and found similar associations for normal weight and overweight women. Bias may have still occurred in the obese group. Under-reporting of GWG only would lead to reverse associations in this group. However, the exact level and direction of bias would depend on the extent of under-reporting of weight at both weeks 12 and 30 of gestation as well as under-reporting on the exposure. We cannot exclude the possibility that some of the weight gain was due to fluid retention that occurs during pregnancy. However, it is likely that any fluid retention would be equally distributed across the intakes of the protein-to-carbohydrate ratio and added sugar, as the diet composition has not been implicated in fluid retention as long as a minimal protein intake is ensured. Only 1.3% of women in our cohort had protein intakes below 10%E.

The primary strengths of this study are the large study population, detailed dietary assessment and extensive data on covariates. Stratifying on BMI allowed us to elucidate effect differences across population groups, which is important for designing future trials and in making targeted recommendations to pregnant women.

In a prospective cohort of over 46 000 pregnant women, we found that a high P/C ratio and low intake of added sugar and selected high GI foods decreased GWG in both normal weight and overweight women. Results were non-significant and in the opposite direction for obese women, which may have been due to reverse causation. Therefore, dietary predictors of GWG in this subgroup need to be specifically examined in future studies. We were unable to distinguish between the effect of the P/C ratio or added sugar on GWG, and controlled trials are needed to tease apart these effects.
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